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this work that about 100 pages has been devoted to 
this topic. There is an excellent account of the penicil- 
lin-binding components, an exciting area in the action 
of/3-1actams on bacteria, although in such a rapidly 
advancing field it is to be expected that some of the 
most recent discoveries such as those of Matsuhashi's 
group have been lost in the inevitable publication 
hiatus. 
Although the major portion of the book is devoted 
to bacterial structures, including the Mycobacteria 
singled out for special treatment because of the impor- 
tant immuno-modulating properties of their wall 
components, the inclusion of chapters on yeasts and 
fdamentous fungi gives the volume balance. In addi- 
tion, the authors have struck an excellent balance 
between Gram-positive versus Gram-negative surface 
structures, the latter having been heavily emphasized 
in various recent publications. 
The authors are to be congratulated for the lucidity 
of presentation, excellent selections of illustrations 
and valuable reference sources. This volume is highly 
recommended for students and research workers as a 
scholarly, rounded text on a rapidly advancing frontier 
of research. 
Milton R. J. Salton 
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This series is establishing a leading position for 
itself in the literature on biochemical engineering. The 
4 articles in volume 13 add to the reputation of the 
series for scholarship and thorough, critical reviewing. 
The review of dissolved oxygen electrodes i  com- 
prehensive and covers virtually every aspect of the 
design of the electrodes from theory to a users guide 
of the different types on offer. The limitations of the 
electrodes are discussed. The user or designer of 
oxygen electrodes will probably find all available 
information here. 
Brauer contributes a real engineering study of the 
power consumption i stirred reactors with reference 
to the demands of fermentation processes. The more 
biologically inclined biotechnologist will also find his 
interests well covered. 
The 'loop reactor' has rapidly come to the fore- 
front ofbioreactor design. Blenke has aimed to review 
largely the work of his own laboratory in this field, 
which is welcome because of their extensive pioneering 
work on loop reactors. Again the study is developed 
very much from the engineer's point of view, but also 
with understanding of the microbiological problems. 
The review by Hampel of the application of micro. 
computers to studies on microbial processes i  timely. 
This article provides awell-balanced account of the 
principles and equipment available. The examples of 
data outputs add much to the value of the account. 
The book is illustrated with a wealth of clear and 
excellently presented diagrams and figures. The 4 
authoritative surveys in this book form valuable works 
of reference. 
S. J. Pirt 
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